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Unique, seamless experiential stays in the heart of
Orchard Road at Pullman Singapore Orchard

We hope this message finds you well and thriving in your corner of the world.

At The Traveller DMC, we are excited to showcase a new, unique lifestyle hotel strategically located in the heart of
Singapore - Pullman Singapore Orchard. Nestled amidst the city's vibrant shopping district, this gem offers more 
than just a place to stay; it is an immersive experience that seamlessly blends contemporary comfort and thoughtful 
service with enchanting local culture. The hotel also leverages on contactless technological solutions that put the 
hotel's services at your fingertips.

Located on Orchard Road, Singapore’s famous shopping and entertainment district, this modern and stylish hotel 
will allow guests to balance business and leisure in this vibrant destination. Orchard and Somerset train stations are 
only 5 minutes away, while Changi International Airport is only 20 minutes drive away.

As the ultimate playground for today’s new entrepreneurs, Pullman Singapore Orchard marries progressive, vibrant 
design with intuitive and seamless hospitality to inspire minds and energize bodies. Taking its cue from its
metropolitan location, Pullman Singapore Orchard’s signature spaces are designed to celebrate the fashion
powerhouses that surround it. On arrival, guests can enjoy a fully contactless check-in via the hotel’s mobile app and 
digital room key. The 326 innovative, fashion-inspired rooms and suites come in nine configurations, ranging from 
the Classic Rooms to the Presidential Suite, and are fully automated so guests can customize every part of the
ambiance, including the lighting. Smart TVs with screen casting provide endless entertainment options and guests 
can access all the hotel’s services via a dedicated app. In addition, a selection of Club Residence Rooms will offer 
access to the hotel’s Archive Club, a multi-purpose Executive Lounge with pockets for work, relaxation and social
interaction.

As the heartbeat of Pullman Singapore Orchard, level 4 of the hotel houses dining and social destinations. Your
clients will be spoilt for choice with a diverse range of dining options and wellness facilities. Eden Restaurant is proud 
to celebrate the diverse flavors of Asia with a modern twist. Set in a stunning, light-filled glasshouse, guests can dine 
in the backdrop of high-energy, live cooking stations. Also in the spotlight are well-crafted beverages that pay 
homage to Asian traditions with an exciting selection inspired by tropical destinations. Ideal for a coffee meeting or 
a post-work cocktail, the Atelier Lounge is a thoughtfully curated lifestyle space meticulously decorated with
fashion-inspired artifacts. The first-of-its-kind in Orchard Road, the P.S.O. Beach Club offers guests the chance to 
relax and space to perform at their best, with ambient music, cozy cabanas, sun beds, a striking pool and a swim-up 
pool bar.

We believe the Pullman Singapore Orchard would make an excellent addition to your Singapore packages, offering 
your clients the finest in hospitality experiences.

We are excited to offer exclusive rates and booking conditions to our esteemed partner agents, making it an
opportunity too good to miss. We invite you to reach out to our team for more detailed information about the rates 
and bookings. Our dedicated team stands ready to assist you with any queries, ensuring a smooth and efficient 
booking process.

Let's empower our clients to explore Singapore in style, comfort, and luxury with the Pullman Singapore Orchard.

We look forward to forging stronger bonds with you through this wonderful partnership opportunity.

Should you have any questions, or if you would like to book a virtual tour of the Pullman Singapore Orchard, please 
do not hesitate to get in touch with us.

Thank you for your continued support and partnership. We look forward to enhancing our collaboration and
continuing to offer the very best to our clients together.


